Since 1943 Airosol has mastered the art of packaging aerosols

Airosol Company, Inc. is the original packager of aerosol products. We provide over 70 year’s experience manufacturing and packaging aerosol and liquid products. Our laboratory technicians are trained in the latest technological advances, environmental and regulatory compliance issues, and maintain superior quality control.

Airosol provides everything from formulation and development, mixing, filling and packaging liquids from one ounce to all sizes of aerosols. We work closely with our customers to achieve cost-effective programs tailored to their individual needs. Whether you put your private label on our national brand equivalent product or have us package your formula to your specifications, we are committed to meeting and exceeding your expectations.
**BRAKE PRODUCTS**

**Mechanics® Brake Parts Cleaners**
Available in six different formulas. Removes brake fluid, dirt, grease and oil from brakes and metal parts. Leaves no residue. Stops brake squeal.

- **50276MB, 18 oz.** – Chlorinated formula is Non-Flammable, Low VOC. Quick Drying. Not for sale in California.
- **50281MB, 14 oz.** – Non Chlorinated. Not for sale in California or OTC states. (Available in bulk sizes).
- **50283MB, 13 oz.** – Non Chlorinated. Low VOC. Technical grade. Approved for use in all states, including California. (Available in bulk sizes).

**Mechanics® Engine Degreaser**
Cleans dirt, grime, grease and oil buildup on engines. Not harmful to painted, plastic, or metal components. Safe to use on concrete driveways. Rinses off easily with water.

- **50206MB, 15 oz.**

**Mechanics® Carburetor and Choke Cleaner**
Powerful solvents remove dirt, varnish, carbon and gum from carburetors. Safe for oxygen sensors. Not for sale in California.

- **50213MB, 12 oz.**

**Mechanics® Carburetor and Undercoating**
Rubberized undercoating adheres to metal surfaces. Protects them from corrosion and moisture. Not for sale in California.

- **50924MB, 16 oz.**

**Mechanics® Belt Grip**
Use on most auto belts. Stops belts from slipping and squealing while keeping belts pliable. Won’t glaze or gum up. Contains no natural rosin or asphalt.

- **50603MB, 9 oz.**

**Mechanics® Graphite Spray**
Lubricates and provides a fast-drying graphite film that protects automotive and industrial parts. Reduces heat and friction. Prevents rust and corrosion. For use on engine heads, transmissions, locks and valves.

- **50605MB, 10 oz.**

**AEROSOL PRODUCTS**

**McKay® Brake Parts Cleaner**

- **50278, 15 oz.**

**Mechanics® M-P 25 Rust Buster**
Moisture displacer. Bonds to metal. Breaks through rust to free frozen parts. Use on hinges, locks, cables, wire rope, nuts, fittings, electrical and mechanical equipment.

- **50250MB, 11 oz.**

**Mechanics® White Lithium Grease**
Heavy duty lubricant. Resists water, heat and corrosion. Protects against metal-to-metal contact. Can be used on hinges, locks, sliding doors, windows and outdoor equipment.

- **50435MB, 10 oz.**

**TIRE CARE**

**Mechanics® Tire Sealant and Inflator**
Tire sealer and inflator in one. Seals normal punctures and slow leaks. Safe on tires with pressure sensors, Flammable. (Non-flammable formula available by special order).

- **51129MB, 12 oz. Cone Top**
- **51130MB, 12 oz. Hose-n-Cap**
- **51150MB, 15 oz. Hose-n-Cap**
- **51132MB, 20 oz. Hose-n-Cap**

**Mechanics® Carburetor and Undercoating**
Rubberized undercoating adheres to metal surfaces. Protects them from corrosion and moisture. Not for sale in California.

- **50924MB, 16 oz.**

**Mechanics® Belt Grip**
Use on most auto belts. Stops belts from slipping and squealing while keeping belts pliable. Won’t glaze or gum up. Contains no natural rosin or asphalt.

- **50603MB, 9 oz.**

**Mechanics® Graphite Spray**
Lubricates and provides a fast-drying graphite film that protects automotive and industrial parts. Reduces heat and friction. Prevents rust and corrosion. For use on engine heads, transmissions, locks and valves.

- **50605MB, 10 oz.**
## Mechanics® General Purpose Adhesive
2911MB, 12 oz.

## Mechanics® Silicon Spray
Provides lubrication and corrosion protection. -35°F to 325°F temperature application. Ideal for metal, rubber, vinyl, wood and much more.*  
50607MB, 10 oz.

## Mechanics® Chain Lube
50633MB, 6 oz.

## Mechanics® Foaming Glass Cleaner
Professional strength cleaner. Ammonia-free. Removes fingerprints, film and build up. Safe for use on tinted glass.*  
50320MB, 18 oz.

## Mechanics® Starting Fluid
Starts engines fast in cold weather. Suitable for gasoline engines in cars, trucks, lawn mowers, diesel boats, tractors and engineering machines.*  
50275MB, 11 oz.

## Mechanics® Windshield De-Icer
50270MB, 13 oz.

## Mechanics® Duster
Direct high pressure blast will remove tiny particles, dust, lint, oxide residue and paper dust. For use on computer printers, disk drives, copiers, fax machines, laboratory equipment and video game systems.*  
2714MB, 10 oz.

## Mechanics® General Purpose Adhesive
Consists of oils, resins, waxes, and stabilizers in a petroleum base. Formulated to bond and protect.  
2911MB, 12 oz.

## Mechanics® Mist Adhesive
Fast tack and repositionable. For fiberboard, metals and glass. Not for sale in California.  
2913MB, 12 oz.

## Mechanics® Lifter Free
Cleans and quiets lifters and valves. Revitalizes old seals, dissolves gum and varnish.*  
50108, 12 fl. oz.

## Mechanics® Gas Treatment
Improves quality of gasoline and helps keep fuel systems and intake valves clean. Can be used with all gasoline powered engines.*  
50116, 12 fl. oz.

## Mechanics® Fast Flush
Removes rust, grease and scale from cooling systems. Increases efficiency.*  
50810, 12 fl. oz.

## Mechanics® Oil Saver
Increases engine oil viscosity. Stops oil leakage and eliminates excessive exhaust smoke. Suitable for older engines.*  
50101, 15 fl. oz.

## Mechanics® Oil Plate
Increases engine oil viscosity. Stops oil leakage and eliminates excessive exhaust smoke. Suitable for older engines.*  
50102, 1 gal.

## McKay® Engine Sealer
Formulated to help restore resiliency in seals and gaskets. Rejuvenates seals to stop leaks. For gasoline and diesel powered engines.*  
50912, 12 fl. oz.

## McKay® Engine Sealer
Formulated to help restore resiliency in seals and gaskets. Rejuvenates seals to stop leaks. For gasoline and diesel powered engines.*  
50912, 12 fl. oz.

## McKay® Octane Booster
Increases engine performance and maximizes horsepower. Increases octane rating and cleans combustion chambers.*  
50117, 12 fl. oz.

## McKay® Auto Trans Stop Leak
Seals and prevents leaks and conditions seals. Prevents slippage to restore power.*  
50105, 12 fl. oz.

## McKay® Super Fuel Injector Cleaner
Concentrated formula. Cleans and conditions injector nozzles, screens, filters and fuel lines. Restores optimum performance.*  
51315, 12 fl. oz.

## McKay® 5 Minute Motor Flush
Cleans engine of gum, sludge, rust and varnish. Helps free sticking valves. Renews power.*  
50229, 32 fl. oz.

## McKay® Octane Booster
Increases engine performance and maximizes horsepower. Increases octane rating and cleans combustion chambers.*  
50117, 12 fl. oz.

## McKay® Gas Treatment
Improves quality of gasoline and helps keep fuel systems and intake valves clean. Can be used with all gasoline powered engines.*  
50116, 12 fl. oz.

## McKay® Fast Flush
Removes rust, grease and scale from cooling systems. Increases efficiency.*  
50810, 12 fl. oz.

## McKay® Fuel Injector Cleaner
Concentrated formula. Cleans and conditions injector nozzles, screens, filters and fuel lines. Restores optimum performance.*  
50122, 12 fl. oz.

## McKay® Fuel Injector Cleaner
Concentrated formula. Cleans and conditions injector nozzles, screens, filters and fuel lines. Restores optimum performance.*  
50122, 12 fl. oz.

## McKay® Dot 3 Heavy Duty Brake Fluid
High temperature stability. Boiling point to 450°F. Helps prevent corrosion. For use in domestic and foreign cars.*  
51250, 12 oz.

## McKay® Auto Trans Stop Leak
Seals and prevents leaks and conditions seals. Prevents slippage to restore power.*  
50105, 12 fl. oz.

## McKay® 5 Minute Motor Flush
Cleans engine of gum, sludge, rust and varnish. Helps free sticking valves. Renews power.*  
50229, 32 fl. oz.
**McKay® Anti-Rust**
Protects metal surfaces inside the cooling system against rust, scale and corrosion. Renews seals and lubricates water pumps and seals.*
50807, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Power Steering Fluid for Hondas**
A premium quality power steering fluid. Conditions seals to keep them pliable. Specifically formulated to be used on Honda power steering systems.*
50509, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Power Steering Fluid**
Formulated to protect power steering systems against wear and oxidation. Stops pump squealing. For use in domestic and import vehicles (Except Honda and Acura).*
50504, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Power Steering Stop Leak**
Conditions seals to control leaks. Stops squeals. For use in domestic and import vehicles (Except Honda and Acura).*
50507, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Assembly Lube**
Lubricates synthetic rubber, neoprene, metal and plastic parts. Ideal for brake components, o-rings, seals, washers, gaskets and belts.*
50600, 4 fl. oz.

**McKay® Jack Oil**
Provides anti-wear protection and inhibits rust and corrosion. For use in all hydraulic jacks.*
50532, 15 fl. oz.

**McKay® Parts Dip**
Non corrosive cleaner for pistons, carburetors and other hard to clean metal parts. Removes carbon, varnish, paint, grease and sludge.*
50240, 30 oz.

**McKay® Windshield Washer Solvent**
All season formula. Removes light ice and frost. Provides freeze protection to 20°F.*
50344, 15 fl. oz.

**McKay® Anti-Rust**
Protects metal surfaces inside the cooling system against rust, scale and corrosion. Renews seals and lubricates water pumps and seals.*
50807, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Power Steering Fluid**
Formulated to protect power steering systems against wear and oxidation. Stops pump squealing. For use in domestic and import vehicles (Except Honda and Acura).*
50504, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Power Steering Stop Leak**
Conditions seals to control leaks. Stops squeals. For use in domestic and import vehicles (Except Honda and Acura).*
50507, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Assembly Lube**
Lubricates synthetic rubber, neoprene, metal and plastic parts. Ideal for brake components, o-rings, seals, washers, gaskets and belts.*
50600, 4 fl. oz.

**McKay® Jack Oil**
Provides anti-wear protection and inhibits rust and corrosion. For use in all hydraulic jacks.*
50532, 15 fl. oz.

**McKay® Parts Dip**
Non corrosive cleaner for pistons, carburetors and other hard to clean metal parts. Removes carbon, varnish, paint, grease and sludge.*
50240, 30 oz.

**McKay® Windshield Washer Solvent**
All season formula. Removes light ice and frost. Provides freeze protection to 20°F.*
50344, 15 fl. oz.

**McKay® Anti-Rust**
Protects metal surfaces inside the cooling system against rust, scale and corrosion. Renews seals and lubricates water pumps and seals.*
50807, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Power Steering Fluid**
Formulated to protect power steering systems against wear and oxidation. Stops pump squealing. For use in domestic and import vehicles (Except Honda and Acura).*
50504, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Power Steering Stop Leak**
Conditions seals to control leaks. Stops squeals. For use in domestic and import vehicles (Except Honda and Acura).*
50507, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Assembly Lube**
Lubricates synthetic rubber, neoprene, metal and plastic parts. Ideal for brake components, o-rings, seals, washers, gaskets and belts.*
50600, 4 fl. oz.

**McKay® Jack Oil**
Provides anti-wear protection and inhibits rust and corrosion. For use in all hydraulic jacks.*
50532, 15 fl. oz.

**McKay® Parts Dip**
Non corrosive cleaner for pistons, carburetors and other hard to clean metal parts. Removes carbon, varnish, paint, grease and sludge.*
50240, 30 oz.

**McKay® Windshield Washer Solvent**
All season formula. Removes light ice and frost. Provides freeze protection to 20°F.*
50344, 15 fl. oz.

**McKay® Anti-Rust**
Protects metal surfaces inside the cooling system against rust, scale and corrosion. Renews seals and lubricates water pumps and seals.*
50807, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Power Steering Fluid**
Formulated to protect power steering systems against wear and oxidation. Stops pump squealing. For use in domestic and import vehicles (Except Honda and Acura).*
50504, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Power Steering Stop Leak**
Conditions seals to control leaks. Stops squeals. For use in domestic and import vehicles (Except Honda and Acura).*
50507, 12 fl. oz.

**McKay® Assembly Lube**
Lubricates synthetic rubber, neoprene, metal and plastic parts. Ideal for brake components, o-rings, seals, washers, gaskets and belts.*
50600, 4 fl. oz.

**McKay® Jack Oil**
Provides anti-wear protection and inhibits rust and corrosion. For use in all hydraulic jacks.*
50532, 15 fl. oz.

**McKay® Parts Dip**
Non corrosive cleaner for pistons, carburetors and other hard to clean metal parts. Removes carbon, varnish, paint, grease and sludge.*
50240, 30 oz.

**McKay® Windshield Washer Solvent**
All season formula. Removes light ice and frost. Provides freeze protection to 20°F.*
50344, 15 fl. oz.

---

**Refrigerant 134a**
1,1,1,2 Tetrafluoroethane

**Private Label**
Aerosol and liquid formulation and packaging. Variety of container sizes and styles. Label design and production. Aerosol branded formula or client proprietary formula. Production runs as low as 10 cases. Warehouse Inventory Program.

**Insecticides**
Bed Bug Treatment, Wasp-N-Hornet Killer and Clothing Treatment spray are a few of the products offered through the private label program for insecticides. (Client is solely responsible for EPA registration).

*Notes product is California compliant.*